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In this essential introduction to the study of Stuart history, Ronald Hutton provides a
clear and authoritative guide to the main themes of the subject, as well as to the current
condition of the discipline and its historiography. Ideal for both students and teachers,
Debates in Stuart History: * helps students to understand key recent issues and
debates and shows how to set their reading in context * provides a new sense of why
historians of the Stuart period, both collectively and individually, perceive the past in
particular ways * shows how these perceptions alter over time * aids our understanding
of historians, and of the ways in which they use and interpret data
Popular Politics and the English ReformationCambridge University Press
Rural workers in eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century England were not passive
victims in the face of rapid social change. Carl J. Griffin demonstrates that they
deployed an extensive range of resistances – from wood-taking and poaching to the
Swing Riots and Chartism - to defend their livelihoods and communities. Thematically
organised, Protest, Politics and Work in Rural England, 1700-1850 analyses: • cultures
of work, worklessness, the poor laws and poverty • relations between law, the evolving
state and rural labourers • enclosure, land-use and changes in the environment •
religion, custom and the politics of everyday life and resistance • rural protest
movements, trade unionism, and popular, radical politics. Locating protest in the wider
contexts of work, poverty and landscape change, this lively and approachable volume
offers the first critical overview of a growing area of study.
Includes contributions from key early modern historians, this book uses and critiques
the notion of the public sphere to produce a new account of England in the postreformation period from the 1530s to the early eighteenth century. Makes a substantive
contribution to the historiography of early modern England.
Royer examines the changing ritual of execution across five centuries and discovers a
shift both in practice and in the message that was sent to the population at large. She
argues that what began as a show of retribution and revenge became a ceremonial
portrayal of redemption as the political, religious and cultural landscape of England
evolved.
In the wake of England's break with Rome and gradual reformation, English Catholics
took root outside of the country, in Catholic countries across Europe. Their arrival and
the foundation of convents and colleges on the Continent as attracted scholarly
attention. However, we need to understand their impact beyond that initial moment of
change. Confessional Mobility, therefore, looks at the continued presence of English
Catholics abroad and how the English Catholic community was shaped by these crossChannel connections. Corens proposes a new interpretative model of 'confessional
mobility'. She opens up the debate to include pilgrims, grand tour travellers, students,
and mobile scholars alongside exiles. The diversity of mobility highlights that those
abroad were never cut off or isolated on the Continent. Rather, through correspondence
and constant travel, they created a community without borders. This cross-Channel
community was not defined by its status as victims of persecution, but provided the
lifeblood for English Catholics for generations. Confessional Mobility also incorporates
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minority Catholics more closely into the history of the Counter-Reformation. Long sidelined as exceptions to the rule of a hierarchical, triumphant, territorial Catholic Church,
English Catholic have seldom been recognised as an instrumental part in the wider
Counter-Reformation. Attention to movement and mission in the understanding of
Catholics incorporates minority Catholics alongside extra-European missions and
reinforces current moves to decentre Counter-Reformation scholarship.
An analysis of the avant-garde that places the movement in a broader political and
cultural context.
This is a short history of the political life of this island over a very long period, showing
how history can speak clearly to current political debates.
This work explains how the expression of support for black people in 1792, when
400,000 people called for the abolition of the slave trade, was organized and
orchestrated, and how it contributed to the growth of popular politics in Britain.
This book sheds light on the shaping of the English Bible and its impact on early
modern English society and culture.
The direct challenge it poses to the idea of an exclusionary Judeo-Christian
Enlightenment serves as an important revision to post-9/11 narratives about a historical
clash between Western democratic values and Islam.
Examining the impact of the English and European Reformations on social interaction
and community harmony, this volume simultaneously highlights the tension and degree
of accommodation amongst ordinary people when faced with religious and social
upheaval. Building on previous literature which has characterised the progress of the
Reformation as 'slow' and 'piecemeal', this volume furthers our understanding of the
process of negotiation at the most fundamental social and political levels - in the family,
the household, and the parish. The essays further research in the field of religious
toleration and social interaction in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries in
both Britain and the wider European context. The contributors are amongst the leading
researchers in the fields of religious toleration and denominational history, and their
essays combine new archival research with current debates in the field. Additionally,
the collection seeks to celebrate the career of Professor Bill Sheils, Head of the
Department of History at the University of York, for his on-going contributions to
historians' understanding of non-conformity (both Catholic and Protestant) in
Reformation and post-Reformation England.
Charts the transformation in the way people thought about democracy in the North
Atlantic region in the years between the American Revolution and the revolutions of
1848.
The debate over clerical celibacy and marriage had its origins in the early Christian
centuries, and is still very much alive in the modern church. The content and form of
controversy have remained remarkably consistent, but each era has selected and
shaped the sources that underpin its narrative, and imbued an ancient issue with an
immediacy and relevance. The basic question of whether, and why, continence should
be demanded of those who serve at the altar has never gone away, but the implications
of that question, and of the answers given, have changed with each generation. In this
reassessment of the history of sacerdotal celibacy, Helen Parish examines the
emergence and evolution of the celibate priesthood in the Latin church, and the
challenges posed to this model of the ministry in the era of the Protestant Reformation.
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Celibacy was, and is, intensely personal, but also polemical, institutional, and historical.
Clerical celibacy acquired theological, moral, and confessional meanings in the writings
of its critics and defenders, and its place in the life of the church continues to be defined
in relation to broader debates over Scripture, apostolic tradition, ecclesiastical history,
and papal authority. Highlighting continuity and change in attitudes to priestly celibacy,
Helen Parish reveals that the implications of celibacy and marriage for the priesthood
reach deep into the history, traditions, and understanding of the church.
Nieuwspraak, Big Brother, het vocabulaire uit 1984 is in onze taal opgenomen en een
eigen leven gaan leiden. De roman van George Orwell uit 1949 over de strijd van
Winston Smith, ambtenaar op het ministerie van Waarheid, tegen de alles
doordringende Partij, en zijn gedoemde liefde voor Julia heeft niets van zijn literarie
zeggingskracht verloren. In Orwells steeds weer herdrukte anti-utopie verkeert de
wereld in de wurggreep van een systeem dat is gegrondvest op de verbreiding van
angst, haat en wreedheid, en dat iedere vorm van persoonlijke vrijheid en indiviualiteit
uitsluit. 1984 is onverminderd geldig als benauwend nauwkeurig blauwdruk van elk
dictatoriaal regime.
An account of the handwritten pamphlet literature of early Stuart England that explains
how contemporaries came to see events as political.
Riot, Rebellion and Popular Politics in Early Modern England reassesses the
relationship between politics, social change and popular culture in the period c.
1520-1730. It argues that early modern politics needs to be understood in broad terms,
to include not only states and elites, but also disputes over the control of resources and
the distribution of power. Andy Wood assesses the history of riot and rebellion in the
early modern period, concentrating upon: popular involvement in religious change and
political conflict, especially the Reformation and the English Revolution; relations
between ruler and ruled; seditious speech; popular politics and the early modern state;
custom, the law and popular politics; the impact of literacy and print; and the role of
ritual, gender and local identity in popular politics.
Literature and politics in the English Reformation is a study of the English Reformation
as a political and literary event. Focusing on an eclectic group of texts, unified by their
articulation of the key elements of the cultural history of the period 1510-80, the book
unravels the political, poetic and religious themes of the era. --book jacket.
Extraordinarily broad-ranging history of the rise of the English language and of popular
politics in medieval and early modern England.
Traditional analyses of nineteenth-century politics have assigned women a peripheral
role. By adopting a broader interpretation of political participation, the author identifies
how middle-class women were able to contribute to political affairs in the nineteenth
century. Examining the contribution that women made to British political life in the
period 1800-1870 stimulates debates about gender and politics, the nature of authority
and the definition of political culture. This volume examines female engagement in both
traditional and unconventional political arenas, including female sociability, salons, childrearing and education, health, consumption, religious reform and nationalism.
Richardson focuses on middle-class women’s social, cultural, intellectual and political
authority, as implemented by a range of public figures and lesser-known campaigners.
The activists discussed and their varying political, economic and religious backgrounds
will demonstrate the significance of female interventions in shaping the political culture
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of the period and beyond.
Gender, Family, and Politics is the first full-length, gender-inclusive study of the Howard
family, one of the pre-eminent families of early-modern Britain. Most of the existing
scholarship on this aristocratic dynasty's political operation during the first half of the
sixteenth-century centres on the male family members, and studies of the women of the
early-modern period tends to focus on class or geographical location. Nicola Clark,
however, places women and the question of kinship in centre-stage, arguing that this is
necessary to understand the complexity of the early modern dynasty. A nuanced
understanding of women's agency, dynastic identity, and politics allows us to more fully
understand the political, social, religious, and cultural history of early-modern Britain.
This book is a study of English forests and hunting in early modern England.
George Orwell set out ‘to make political writing into an art’, and to a wide extent this
aim shaped the future of English literature – his descriptions of authoritarian regimes
helped to form a new vocabulary that is fundamental to understanding totalitarianism.
While 1984 and Animal Farm are amongst the most popular classic novels in the
English language, this new series of Orwell’s essays seeks to bring a wider selection of
his writing on politics and literature to a new readership. In Politics and the English
Language, the second in the Orwell’s Essays series, Orwell takes aim at the language
used in politics, which, he says, ‘is designed to make lies sound truthful and murder
respectable, and to give an appearance of solidity to pure wind’. In an age where the
language used in politics is constantly under the microscope, Orwell’s Politics and the
English Language is just as relevant today, and gives the reader a vital understanding
of the tactics at play. 'A writer who can – and must – be rediscovered with every age.' —
Irish Times
In late twentieth-century England, inequality was rocketing, yet some have suggested
that the politics of class was declining in significance, while others argue that class
identities lost little power. Neither interpretation is satisfactory: class remained important
to 'ordinary' people's narratives about social change and their own identities throughout
the period 1968-2000, but in changing ways. Using self-narratives drawn from a wide
range of sources - the raw materials of sociological studies, transcripts from oral history
projects, Mass Observation, and autobiography - the book examines class identities
and narratives of social change between 1968 and 2000, showing that by the end of the
period, class was often seen as an historical identity, related to background and
heritage, and that many felt strict class boundaries had blurred quite profoundly since
1945. Class snobberies 'went underground', as many people from all backgrounds
began to assert that what was important was authenticity, individuality, and
ordinariness. In fact, Sutcliffe-Braithwaite argues that it is more useful to understand the
cultural changes of these years through the lens of the decline of deference, which
transformed people's attitudes towards class, and towards politics. The study also
examines the claim that Thatcher and New Labour wrote class out of politics, arguing
that this simple - and highly political - narrative misses important points. Thatcher was
driven by political ideology and necessity to try to dismiss the importance of class, while
the New Labour project was good at listening to voters - particularly swing voters in
marginal seats - and echoing back what they were increasingly saying about the
blurring of class lines and the importance of ordinariness. But this did not add up to an
abandonment of a majoritarian project, as New Labour reoriented their political project
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to emphasize using the state to empower the individual.

Intellectual Politics and Cultural Conflict in the Romantic Period maps the
intellectual formation of English plebeian radicalism and Scottish philosophic
Whiggism over the long eighteenth century and examines their associated
strategies of critical engagement with the cultural, social and political crises of the
early nineteenth century. It is a story of the making of a wider British public
sphere out of the agendas and discourses of the radical and liberal publics that
both shaped and responded to them. When juxtaposed, these competing
intellectual formations illustrate two important expressions of cultural politics in
the Romantic period, as well as the peculiar overlapping of national cultural
histories that contributed to the ideological conflict over the public meaning of
Britain's industrial modernity. Alex Benchimol's study provides an original
contribution to recent scholarship in Romantic period studies centred around the
public sphere, recovering the contemporary debates and national cultural
histories that together made up a significant part of the ideological landscape of
the British public sphere in the early nineteenth century.
After 500 years Henry VIII still retains a public fascination unmatched by any
monarch before or since. Whilst his popular image is firmly associated with his
appetites - sexual and gastronomic - scholars have long recognized that his reign
also ushered in profound changes to English society and culture, the legacy of
which endure to this day. To help take stock of such a multifaceted and contested
history, this volume presents a collection of 17 essays that showcase the very
latest thinking and research on Henry and his court. Divided into seven parts, the
book highlights how the political, religious and cultural aspects of Henry's reign
came together to create a one of the most significant and transformative periods
of English history. The volume is genuinely interdisciplinary, drawing on literature,
art history, architecture and drama to enrich our knowledge. The first part is a
powerful and personal account by Professor George W. Bernard of his
experience of writing about Henry and his reign. The next parts - Material Culture
and Images - reflect a historical concern with non-documentary evidence,
exploring how objects, collections, paintings and buildings can provide unrivalled
insight into the world of the Tudor court. The parts on Court Culture and
Performance explore the literary and theatrical world and the performative
aspects of court life, looking at how the Tudor court attempted to present itself to
the world, as well as how it was represented by others. The part on Reactions
focuses upon the political and religious currents stirred up by Henry's policies,
and how they in turn came to influence his actions. Through this wide-ranging,
yet thematically coherent approach, a fascinating window is opened into the
world of Henry VIII and his court. In particular, building on research undertaken
over the last ten years, a number of contributors focus on topics that have been
neglected by traditional historical writing, for example gender, graffiti and
clothing. With contributions from many of the leading scholars of Tudor England,
the collection offers not only a snapshot of the latest historical thinking, but also
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provides a starting point for future research into the world of this colourful, but
often misrepresented monarch.
In this bold and original study, David Eastwood offers a reinterpretation of politics
and public life in provincial England in the Hanoverian and early Victorian
periods. Drawing on his own work and extensive secondary literature, the author
explores the ways in which power was exercised in parishes, towns and counties,
and reconstructs the social and cultural foundations of political authority in
provincial England. In extending our understanding of the nature and decline of
English provincialism and of the cultural, social, ideological and economic
changes which shaped developments within the English polity, this volume
deepens our appreciation of the long-run development of the English state. What
emerges is a compelling picture of the intimate connection between public
cultures and patterns of political power.
This provides an accessible introduction to the culture of English popular politics
between 1815 and 1900. McWilliam assesses popular ideology and reveals a
much richer social history emerging in the light of recent historiographical
developmentsPopular Politics in Nineteenth Century England provides an
accessible introduction to the culture of English popular politics between 1815
and 1900, the period from Luddism to the New Liberalism. This is an area that
has attracted great historical interest and has undergone fundamental revision in
the last two decades. Did the industrial revolution create the working class
movement or was liberalism (which transcended class divisions) the key mode of
political argument?Rohan McWilliam brings this central debate up to date for
students of Nineteenth Century British History. He assesses popular ideology in
relation to the state, the nation, gender and the nature of party formation, and
reveals a much richer social history emerging in the light of recent
historiographical developments.
Working- and middle-class radical politics in England from the fall of Chartism in
1848 to the 1870s.
The second edition of this bestselling narrative history has been revised and
expanded to reflect recent scholarship. The book traces the transformation of
England during the Tudor-Stuart period, from feudal European state to a
constitutional monarchy and the wealthiest and most powerful nation on Earth.
Written by two leading scholars and experienced teachers of the subject,
assuming no prior knowledge of British history Provides student aids such as
maps, illustrations, genealogies, and glossary This edition reflects recent
scholarship on Henry VIII and the Civil War Extends coverage of the
Reformations, the Rump and Barebone's Parliament, Cromwellian settlement of
Ireland, and the European, Scottish, and Irish contexts of the Restoration and
Revolution of 1688-9 Includes a new section on women’s roles and the
historiography of women and gender Accompanied by Sources and Debates in
English History, 1485-1714 Click here for more discussion and debate on the
authors’ blogspot: http://earlymodernengland.blogspot.com/ [Wiley disclaims all
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responsibility and liability for the content of any third-party websites that can be
linked to from this website. Users assume sole responsibility for accessing thirdparty websites and the use of any content appearing on such websites. Any
views expressed in such websites are the views of the authors of the content
appearing on those websites and not the views of Wiley or its affiliates, nor do
they in any way represent an endorsement by Wiley or its affiliates.]
The 1641 rebellion is one of the seminal events in early modern Irish and British
history. Its divisive legacy, based primarily on the sharply contested allegation
that the rebellion began with a general massacre of Protestant settlers, is still
evident in Ireland today. Indeed, the 1641 ‘massacres’, like the battles at the
Boyne (1690) and Somme (1916), played a key role in creating and sustaining a
collective Protestant/ British identity in Ulster, in much the same way that the
subsequent Cromwellian conquest in the 1650s helped forge a new Irish Catholic
national identity. Following a successful hardback edition, Ó Siochrú and
OIhlmeyer's popular title is now available in paperback. The original and wideranging themes chosen by leading international scholars for this volume will
ensure that this edited collection becomes required reading for all those
interested in the history of early modern Europe. It will also appeal to those
engaged in early colonial studies in the Atlantic world and beyond, as the volume
adopts a genuinely comparative approach throughout, examining developments
in a broad global context.
Abandoning the traditional narrative approach to the subject, Richard Rex
presents an analytical account which sets out the logic of Henry VIII's shortlived
Reformation. Starting with the fundamental matter of the royal supremacy, Rex
goes on to investigate the application of this principle to the English ecclesiastical
establishment and to the traditional religion of the people. He then examines the
extra impetus and the new direction which Henry's regime gave to the
development of a vernacular and literate devotional culture, and shows how,
despite Henry's best intentions, serious religious divisions had emerged in
England by the end of his reign. The study emphasises the personal role of
Henry VIII in driving the Reformation process and how this process, in turn,
considerably reinforced the monarch's power. This updated edition of a powerful
interpretation of Henry VIII's Reformation retains the analytical edge and stylish
lucidity of the original text while taking full account of the latest research. An
important new chapter elucidates the way in which 'politics' and 'religion'
interacted in early Tudor England.
Table of contents
Remembering the English Civil Wars is the first collection of essays to explore how the bloody
struggle which took place between the supporters of king and parliament during the 1640s was
viewed in retrospect. The English Civil Wars were perhaps the most calamitous series of
conflicts in the country’s recorded history. Over the past twenty years there has been a surge
of interest in the way that the Civil Wars were remembered by the men, women and children
who were unfortunate enough to live through them. The essays brought together in this book
not only provide a clear and accessible introduction to this fast-developing field of study but
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also bring together the voices of a diverse group of scholars who are working at its cutting
edge. Through the investigation of a broad, but closely interrelated, range of topics – including
elite, popular, urban and local memories of the wars, as well as the relationships between civil
war memory and ceremony, material culture and concepts of space and place – the essays
contained in this volume demonstrate, with exceptional vividness and clarity, how the people of
England and Wales continued to be haunted by the ghosts of the mid-century conflict
throughout the decades which followed. The book will be essential reading for all students of
the English Civil Wars, Stuart Britain and the history of memory.
The English Radical Imagination addresses current critical assumptions about the nature of
radical thought and expression during the English Revolution. Through a combination of
biographical and literary interpretation, it revises the representation of radical writers in this
period asignorant and uneducated 'tub preachers'. This representation has become a critical
orthodoxy since Christopher Hill's seminal study, The World Turned Upside Down (1972).
Despite the reservations of so-called 'revisionist' historians about the misleading implications of
Hill's work, culturalhistorians and literary critics have continued to view radical texts as
authentic artefacts of a form of early modern popular culture. This book challenges the divide
between 'elite' and 'popular' culture in the seventeenth century. While research has revealed
that the rank and file of the more organized radical movements was composed of the lower
'middling sort' of people who had little or no access to the elite intellectualculture of the period,
some of the most important and most discussed radical writers had been to university in the
1620s and 1630s. Chapters 1-2 investigate how critics - especially those sympathetic to the
radicals - have tended to repeat hostile contemporary stereotypes of the ideologists
andpublicists of radicalism as 'illiterate Mechanick persons'. The failure to recognize the elite
cultural background of these writers has resulted in a failure to acknowledge the range of their
intellectual and rhetorical resources and, consequently, in a misrepresentation of the
sophistication ofboth their ideas and their writing. Chapters 3-5 are case studies of some of the
most important and innovative radical writers. They show how these writers use their
experience of an orthodox humanist education for the purposes of satire and ridicule and how
they interpret texts associated with orthodox ideologies and culturalpractices to produce
heterodox arguments. Radical prose of the English Revolution thus emerges as a more
complex literary phenomenon than has hitherto been supposed, lending substance to recent
claims for its admission to the traditional literary canon.
Horses played a major role in the military, economic, social and cultural history of early-modern
England. This book uses the supply of horses to parliamentary armies during the English Civil
War to make two related points. Firstly it shows how control of resources - although vital to
success - is contingent upon a variety of logistical and political considerations. It then
demonstrates how competition for resources and construction of individuals’ identities and
allegiances fed into each other. Resources, such as horses, did not automatically flow out of
areas which were nominally under Parliament’s control. Parliament had to construct
administrative systems and make them work. This was not easy when only a minority of the
population actively supported either side and property rights had to be negotiated, so the
success of these negotiations was never a foregone conclusion. The study also demonstrates
how competition for resources and construction of identities fed into each other. It argues that
allegiance was not a fixed underlying condition, but was something external and changeable.
Actions were more important than thoughts and to secure victory, both sides needed people to
do things rather than feel vaguely sympathetic. Furthermore, identities were not always selffashioned but could be imposed on people against their will, making them liable to
disarmament, sequestration, fines or imprisonment. More than simply a book about resources
and logistics, this study poses fundamental questions of identity construction, showing how
culture and reality influence each other. Through an exploration of Parliament’s interaction
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with local communities and individuals, it reveals fascinating intersections between military
necessity and issues of gender, patriarchy, religion, bureaucracy, nationalism and allegiance.
'Masterly' - Eric Metaxas 'Mould-breaking' - John Guy 'A little gem of a book' - Suzannah
Lipscomb From the Introduction: ‘There is no such thing as “the English Reformation”. A
"Reformation" is a composite event which is only made visible by being framed the right way. It
is like a “war”: a label we put onto a particular set of events, while we decide that other –
equally violent – acts are not part of that or of any "war". Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
English people knew that they were living through an age of religious upheaval, but they did
not know that it was "the English Reformation", any more than the soldiers at the battle of
Agincourt knew that they were fighting in “the Hundred Years’ War”. . . . ‘Plainly these
religious upheavals permanently changed England and, by extension, the many other
countries on which English culture has made its mark. There is not, however, a single master
narrative of all this turmoil. How could there be? . . . The way you choose to tell the story is
governed by what you think is important and what is trivial, by whether there are heroes or
villains you want to celebrate or condemn, and by the legacies and lessons which you think
matter. Once you have chosen your frame, it will give you the story you want. ‘So this book
does not tell "the story" of “the English Reformation”. It tells the stories of six English
Reformations, or rather six stories of religious change in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
England. The stories are parallel and overlapping, but each has a somewhat different
chronological frame, cast of characters and set of pivotal events, and has left a different
legacy.’
The papers, originally delivered at the ninth colloquium of fifteenth-century historians, explore
the major themes of political and constitutional history on which McFarlane wrote. Three
contributions - G.L. Harriss, 'The Dimensions of Politics'; Christine Carpenter, 'Political and
Constitutional History: Before and After McFarlane'; and A.J. Gross, 'K.B. McFarlane and the
Determinists: the Fallibilities of the English Kings, c. 1399-c. 1520' - look at the wider
interpretative framework and reassess McFarlane's influential perception of the character of
fifteenth-century politics. Others take up and explore particular themes upon which his writings
touched: Anthony Tuck discusses Henry IV's foreign policy; I.M.W. Harvey considers whether
there was popular politics in fifteenth-century England; Simon Payling traces the development
of marriage contracts; Simon Walker examines the reasons why some kings came to be
celebrated as popular saints; and Linda Clark examines the role of magnates and their
affinities in the parliaments of 1386-1421.
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